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Introduction
Data acquired with parallel geometry can be described as a collection of common-offset gathers . Prestack
migration of such data can be conveniently considered as the repeated application of the migration
process to all common-offset gathers . In contrast, data acquired with orthogonal geometry in land or
OBC surveys do not allow the construction of common-offset gathers . Instead, the data of an orthogonal
geometry 3D survey can be described as a collection of cross-spreads . Each cross-spread has illuminated
its own little part of the subsurface which can be imaged by migration . This paper introduces some of the
problems associated with migration of cross-spreads .
Cross-spread
A cross-spread is the collection of alt traces that have a shotline and a receiver line in common . The total
data set of an orthogonal geometry contains as many cross-spreads as there are intersections between shot
and receiver lines . Each cross-spread is a single-fold 3D dataset . Its midpoint area is bounded by the
shots witti the largest offsets from the receiver line and by the receivers witti the largest offsets Erom the
shotline . Total fold in any point is made up by as many overlapping midpoint areas of cross-spreads . To
create a survey witti constant total fold, it is necessary that tilings can be made of cross-spreads witti
adjacent midpoint areas : where one cross-spread stops, the next one takes over .
Illumination witti cross-spread s
There is a one-to-one relationship between the midpoint area of a cross-spread and the area on a
reflecting surface that has been illuminated by the cross-spread . The boundary of the illumination area
corresponds to the boundary of the midpoint area . For horizontal reflectors, adjacent midpoint areas lead
to adjacent illumination areas, but for dieping or curved reflectors adjacent cross-spreads may produce
partially overlapping illumination areas as well as holes in the illumination (Fig . 1 ) .

Imaging witti cross-spreads (Fig . 2 )
In migration, the data contributing to an output point are collected by computing the diffraction
traveltime on each trace contributing to the output point . In a cross-spread, tee collection of diffraction
traveltimes forens a diffraction traveltime surface . The image point is located where this surface is
tangential to the reflection traveltime surface of the cross-spread . The image point forens the point of
stationary phase in the Kirchhoff migration integral . The reflection tienes are converted to a depth surface
in the output point . The depth valces that do not differ more than the length (in depth units) of the
wavelet from the depth in the image point contribute to the signa) in the output point . Traces outside this
zone of influence (Bruhl et al ., 1996) should cancel each other . (Witti different figuren this description
would just as welf apply to common-offset gathers .)
Edge effect s
The limited extent of a cross-spread has negative effects on the migration result . First, the point of
stationary phase may lie too close to the edge of the cross-spread, so that the zone of influence is not
complete, lesding to amplitude and phase errors (sec Fig . 3) . A second problem is formeel by the
truncation of the data outside the zone of influence : here the edge effect prevents full cancellation,
leading to migration noise above the event being imageel .
Reduction of edge effects
Witti tapering of the edges the migration noise above the event can be prevented, however, tapering
would also affect the amplitude and phase of the data that was originally not affected . Another reduction
of edge effects is possible by the interference effects of adjacent cross-spreads . This is demonstrated in
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Fig . 4 for a horizontal event . The edge effects would be more serious for dipping events . Fig . 5 illustrates
what happens to the migrated reflection traveltime surface across cross-spread boundaries .
Conclusions
Conventional techniques for erestack migration techniques need to be modified for geometries such as
the orthogonal geometry in which proper common-offset gathers cannot be constructed . With the
orthogonal geometry edge effects also occur inside the survey boundaries, and Weed serious
consideration . Velocity model updating also requires new approaches . For optimum imaging results,
regularity of the basic subsets is of paramount importance .
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Fig . 2 Conto ur p l ots o f dipping eien t for midpoin t area of cross-s pread . (a) reflector
de pth, ( b) reflection traveltimes, (c) d iffraction traveltimes lor point o n refl ector a t +,
( d ) reflection travelt imes co n verted to de pth for output point at + . The image po i nt is at
the apex of this s urface .
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Fig . 3 Single-cross-spread migratton
Amp litu de of horizontal event. Note strip
of high (whi te ) am plitudes aroun d edges .
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Fig . 4 Am plitude of'honzontal evene
imaged b y four adj a cent cross-spreads .
Note redu ction of edge e ffec ts where two
c ross-spr eads are adja cent.
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Fig . 5 Same as Fig . 2 d, witti four adjacent cross-spreads, lor horizontal event witti output p oint
at foor-romers poin t ( l elt), a nd out put poi nt 1 00 m to the right of tour-co rners point ( right) .
The disconti nuiti es across the cross-spread edg es explai n the weck ampli tu des in the centre o f
Fig. 4 .

